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One morning, I went to the Supermarket to get 

cheap lunch stuff. It took less than a minute to choose 

because there is a limited range and I am familiar 

with it. I knew there wouldn’t be anything on quick 

sale that early.

A quick look at the possible queues persuaded me that 

the only sensible thing to do was use the automatic 

check out.

I had hoped never to do such a thing again. I prefer 

to queue for a longer time and speak to a human, 

whatever mental crate that human is inhabiting, 

than go through the Lowest Common Denominator 

routine. Or so I had said. It’s something like the 

obstinacy of  farm animals who sometimes react 

negatively to what the farmer wants. 

I am speaking of  real farms with fields and hedges 

and dung left where it falls; I don’t know what 

horrors happen in factories.

One farmer I know tends to exclaim “What’s the 

matter with you, silly animal” as the animal pulls in 

the opposite direction to the one the farmer has in 

mind; and sometimes they are both being silly; but 

often I know where the creatures are coming from 

emotionally; or believe that I do.

The Farm aims to make a particular course of  action 

the only desirable one, or so it thinks; the animal 

looks at what’s on offer and chooses against: as if  

saying, I may not be that intelligent but I am harder 

to outwit than you think; and why should I do what 

you want? I want to stand on that bit of  grass there 

and have a shit over there, but not just yet. Leave me 

alone.

I do not think that I am unintelligent; and I have 

come to the conclusion that the shops have their 

own best interests at heart, which are not necessarily 

mine. I notice the way they keep rearranging things. 

I notice the camouflage and the half  truths. Just 

because I come in from a herd...

But, on this day, I went in and looked at a machine, 

holding two filled rolls I wanted to buy. I was in a 

rush to move on and grab a wifi table that I could 

bear to stay at all day. I went into the noisy space 

full of  machines talking audio and text at notional 

humans. 

Press the screen to start. Fair enough. I pressed it. 

Do you have your own bag? it asked. I couldn’t see 

the point of  that question at all because there were 

bags there, physically there; and they would be there 

whatever I said. 

I did have a bag, bags; but they were full; so I 

answered “No”; and then nothing happened. Nothing 

happened for a long time. I made sure of  that because 

the screen was badly designed and cluttered like 

many web pages; so I studied it continuously.

When nothing had happened for a ridiculous period 

of  time, I scanned the first packet. I realised later that 

it had responded “put the packet you have scanned 

into your bag”; but I did not take that in at the time, 

trying to hurry; I don’t like taking instructions from 

a screen or a mechanical voice; but I didn’t have a bag, 

as I had just told it. Anyway, I put the packet I had 

scanned at the place most convenient to me. That was 

the place where I was told to put my basket. I did not 

have a basket. So that space was free.

I scanned the second packet; and tried to pay.

I couldn’t find the debit card reader but I knew that 

I had a pocket full of  change; so I got some of  that 

out and began dropping it into the cash receptor. The 

cash wasn’t going anywhere, but first things first: get 

the right money. Meanwhile the screen began to flash 

“Please wait. An assistant has been called.”

She turned up and asked: What’s the problem?

I replied that she had better ask the machine because 

it was the machine which called her.

She asked me if  I was paying by card or cash. I said 

cash; and she told me that I had both in my hand. I 

said I knew. She asked me why I had both in my hand. 

I asked her if  it mattered.



She gave up on that, without saying or asking 

anything else, and asked where my basket was. I said 

I didn’t have a basket. She said that I was supposed 

to use a basket. Before I could respond, she asked if  

I had seen the sign saying “Please take a basket”. I 

said I had, probably, and I had chosen to ignore it, 

probably. She seemed dumbfounded.

After a noticeable pause, she asked: “But if  you don’t 

have a basket, how do we know if  you are going to 

pay for your goods?”, a question which struck me as 

having so many unasked questions and assumptions 

trailing from it that it might look like a large squid. 

And I have never found squid much use at debate or 

verbal inquiry.

She said: “What have you scanned?” I said that I had 

scanned everything. 

She said: “How do you know what you have scanned?” 

I said that I was only buying two things.

She said: “You might get confused.” I denied it.

She said: “If  you don’t follow the procedure, you can’t 

tell if  you have done everything you should.”

I said that I would remember that.

She said: “You have put the things you have scanned 

in the wrong place.” I said “Have I now?”. She said: 

“Yes. That’s why it called me.” I said that I was glad 

there was a reason.

I could tell that she thought me a complete fool. I 

don’t think she picked up my antagonism to her tone.

She pressed a few buttons and got it into a compliant 

state of  mind. My money went through. The 

machine demanded 10p more; but she had gone by 

then.

I was prepared to argue with any machine over that; 

I am quite good at change. I waited, doing my best 

school master look; and eventually it admitted that it 

did not need another 10p.

If  I had given it 10p it would have returned it, I 

suppose – probably saying “oops” the way Internet 

Explorer does when it’s lost the plot and wants to 

blame something or somebody else.

She came back, quite cross. I noticed that it had 

announced she was on her back, but by then I was 

treating it as beneath consideration. She said: “When 

you put things in the wrong place, it knows.” 

I said “Does it now?”

She said “Yes. It’s weight activated.”

I said: “Why is that?”

She said: “It’s weight activated.”

I said: “Yes but why is it weight-activated?”

She said: “It’s weight activated.”

I said: “Well thank you very much for your help.”

She said: “Please take your receipt. Can’t you hear 

it?” And indeed the little manufactured monster was 

saying “Please take your receipt.” repeatedly.

I know its cousin. She has a job saying “Southern 

Railway is very sorry.” There is no real sorrow, of  

course. It’s no more meaningful than asking “How 

are you?” – I mean no one likes the smart arse who 

actually says how they are. It’s like a priest saying 

“The Lord be with you”.

Similarly, a message received from a web browser 

recently (“Your browser’s functionality is turned 

off. Please turn it on.”) was not a request at all. 

The apparently polite request was an instruction. 

There’s a lot of  that about. The police pioneered the 

technique.

But what does it mean? It means switch on cookies. It 

means let us write to your hard disk. It means let us 

monitor you.

The website of  The Conservative Party asks you if  

you want to permit cookies and says that if  you do 

not answer then it will assume you agree; it does not 

offer the option of  saying no.



In this case, I did have cookies turned on; but there is 

no possibility of  disagreeing with a statement on the 

subject by a programmed machine. Another aspect of  

the intrusive I T state is a certainty that it is right. 

Notice how many gate-keeping programs offer you 

only one solution to a problem: Have you forgotten 

your password?

As a lady from Sutton and East Surrey Water 

Company once said to me: We do not make mistakes. 

And, on that basis, she refused to discuss the mistake 

they had made.

It isn’t just that they wish to limit opposition; they 

want to abolish the possibility of  opposition by the 

linguistic means, described by George Orwell as 

newspeak.

Where I live, there are lot of  railways, but they are 

never subjected to maintenance work. Instead we are 

given the benefit of  “improvement works” and of  

course that includes repairing things, but we don’t 

say that.

If  you send them “my complaint”, they reply 

regarding “your issues”.

A friend tells me of  her report, that a work system 

was no longer as flexible and timely as it had been, 

being met with the technician’s repeated “but it’s had 

an upgrade”. It seemed the technician felt it is not for 

them to question the wisdom of  the upgrade but that 

they should merely welcome it. It may be that they 

do not even have a coherent idea of  what “upgrade” 

means beyond a general, possibly neo-Christmassy, 

benevolence.

I remember some decades ago talking to the new I 

T manager at the college where I worked who had 

created, ad hoc, an administrative firewall between 

me and the technicians. That was a pity because they 

and I could understand each other and knew each 

other’s strengths and weakness points. 

I needed software on the system urgently. It had been 

there in the “old” form and they had obtained the new 

version to satisfy the Business Studies people, who 

wanted the latest version because it was the latest 

version.

Without asking Computer Science, they had taken 

off  the software that we used and put on some of  

the new. I think it was a database package. The 

assumption was that, though we might know all sorts 

of  silly things about it, only the Business Studies 

types really understood it in its full eschatological 

significance, one avoiding concepts.

I said that we needed it all and he was very surprised, 

or seemed to be. Needing all of  whatever it was 

would imply some fairly advanced working, he 

suggested. No, I said, going carefully because he 

clearly felt at the edge of  his competence – not that 

it was he who would put the software on, but he was 

protecting his hokum empire.

Business Studies didn’t need it, he said. Well, no, I 

didn’t say. They could drag out a few processes to 

last all year and say they had achieved a lot. (And 

really think they had, too; they wouldn’t distinguish. 

Certainly, the Head of  Business Studies wouldn’t; and 

the students wanted to pass.)

“You really want the whole solution?” he asked; and, 

when I heard that word “solution” I knew that we 

were doomed, if  not then, soon. Solution? To what? 

Of  what? Well, of  or to intelligence perhaps.

I wanted a program, or suite of  programs, or a 

package; I didn’t want to a solution to a problem no 

one had posed.

But then no one has problems any more: they have 

issues.

When you open your browser in the morning, it will 

offer you the opportunity to go to your favourite sites. 

Favourite? Oh yes, favourite. Everything is such fun. 

Not sites that you can’t do without but sites that you 

really like going to.



Which brings me back to supermarkets. They are 

your local stores. Never say that they are destroying 

your local stores by making them economically 

unviable.

The reason I was in the supermarket and in need of  

food for later in the day is that my normal routine 

was disrupted in order that I consult about the 

state of  my body with my doctor. His surgery is in 

awkward place for me to get to. Most places I usually 

go to take me past other places I want to go to. Not 

my doctor’s.

I got to the surgery and logged in on the system.

As a security measure, very important therefore, it 

asks your date of  birth with the question: “Date of  

birth arriver?” and then it gives you a list of  one 

message you can deliver.

The message is: “Arrive me.”

With the doctor, everything was fine in 

communication terms, in all terms really. He asked 

me if  I had read a round robin letter sent out that he 

wanted me to have read. I said no because I believed I 

had not received it. I could see he was doubtful about 

my account of  my postal service (which is always a 

brusque account and somewhat negative) but he did 

not stop operating. He smiled wryly and talked round 

the problem.

I asked him a question about my medication which he 

may well, for all I know, have thought idiotic and he 

answered courteously.

I talked while he was taking my blood pressure and 

he really has asked me not to do that. He reminded 

me of  that, courteously, and we did it again.

I could go on with a few more things; but it was all 

like that. He seems coherent and well-intentioned; 

he’s very professional, friendly and patient. You can 

see that he is always testing the psychological water 

and trying to see the exchange from both sides. In 

the middle of  the consultation he was called away. He 

apologised and I said I didn’t mind. And I didn’t; but 

if  I had cared I would almost certainly have said I did 

not. I wasn’t even feeling ill at the time and someone 

else may have been. No point in making him feel bad. 

I defer to his judgment.

I should say that last time he had asked me to come 

back two months later and this was over four months 

later. (He may have been thinking “oh well it’s his life 

I’m trying to preserve” but he accepted my apology 

gracefully, as if  it had hurt him not to have seen 

me earlier. For my part, I volunteered my apology 

without him asking for any explanation. Nor, I think, 

would he ask.)

I raised another unimportant matter that he had 

clearly forgotten about and is now in any case 

effectively closed; and he received my information as 

if  it were of  vital importance to him.

I related an anecdote from the pharmacists and he 

was attentive enough to laugh at the right moment.

Now, underlying all that, there were some systems at 

work. The surgery has quite strict rules. Those rules 

were not foregrounded. I have signed an agreement 

with them. I expect that I break some rule or other 

all the time, without meaning to, and that all patients 

do: they have a lot of  rules.

But no rule of  any significance was broken.

We got through on give and take, courtesy, tolerance. 

Buried under all that I have said, one could find 

connections not just to matters of  respect but to 

obedience as well. 

I was on his territory. I can make his life more or less 

difficult and sometimes do make it slightly difficult. 

He, on the other hand, necessarily intervenes in my 

life and can make my life more or less difficult. He 

copes. I cope.

We negotiate visits for blood tests; we have never 

bothered with a deadline – we do what works with 

give and take. I am sure he would tell me forcefully if  

it were urgent. 

Sometimes I forget and we start again. I tend to 

conduct myself  in such matters with a degree of  



uncertainty which would make Schrodinger’s cat purr 

shrilly and roll on its back, all four paws raised.

Me: Are you alive or dead, Cat?

Schrodinger’s Cat: Can’t complain.

Me: Really though?

Schrodinger’s Cat: Stroke me!

A couple of  days before this I had met with a friend 

and we spent the whole day, as it were, chatting 

and on Writers Forum Workshop. WFW is only 2 

hours long and we spent around 9 hours together 

including the time at the workshop. The other 7 

were negotiated without many words of  negotiation. 

“Shall we go to...? Would you like to look at...?” and 

so on. That sufficed.

Now such flexibility allows one to be oneself  and 

to adapt to circumstances. It allows trust to be 

developed so that, when needed, trust it is there. It 

enables one to assert themselves when they feel it is 

necessary. That is the only way to get trust; some, I 

think, try to get by with promissory reassurance.

My experience in the supermarket is the opposite. 

They want an idiot proof  system in a number of  

ways. More than anything they want to have a 

system which can be managed on the basis of  a few 

propositions.

Discussing those propositions by asking questions 

such as “Why is it weight activated? is not allowed 

for. They don’t say it isn’t allowed; they just don’t 

answer, in this case by fronting the system with a 

member of  staff  seemingly incapable of  answering.

The desire is not only to pay low wages but also 

to impose one way of  working in order to save 

themselves costs and to avoid having to think. It is 

the attitude of  those for whom being a cyborg would 

involve dressing up and imitating a small cog wheel.

The whole operation is designed to discourage 

questions; compare that with my experience with my 

doctor. 

Whatever question I have asked him, he has always 

replied clearly or given me something to read to save 

his own time.

The supermarket machines do not have to be so 

limiting. It is the designers choosing an easy route at 

least to deal with capite censi and proletarii. Not that 

they care; they’ll process anyone.

It might be guessed that, given sufficient threats, the 

more lumpen the customer the more compliant they 

will be in terms of  being told to stand in trenches, 

spray the enemy with bullets, charge the trenches and 

so on.

The area given over to self-scanning slowly increases 

so that human-mediated scanning becomes slower 

and therefore, so they reason, less desirable; and 

slowly one is forced into it.

There are always expensive home deliveries if  you 

don’t like it!

If  you want to be sure of  the marked down goods, 

well, get ready to queue, loser.

And underlying all of  this is obedience, not just the 

desire of  the supermarket management to enforce 

obedience; but the desire of  the obedient underdogs 

to be obedient.

Never forget one of  the first line of  defence against 

criticism: Well what I am supposed to do?

“What am I supposed to do?”?

I quite like going up to the desk in the surgery and 

saying I am there. It’s a novelty for me because they 

are pleasant whereas the other two surgeries I have 

been to within memory have been staffed by ignorant 

rude resentful people. And it’s a way of  bonding 

acquaintance.

Yet they insist that I use the system I have described 

that speaks to you in bad Taiwanese English. I did 

ask why we had such a badly-spoken system and they 

said “It doesn’t matter”.

So I put the question again, adding “It does matter”.



They said “It’s the computer, I suppose. You can’t 

alter it.” Notice, that again, the question was being 

evaded rather than answered.

I asked them if  they meant the program rather than 

the computer and they said yes; and I said it could be 

altered very easily and cheaply, I got no answer.

In some circumstances, you deny someone’s 

proposition; and they say “I’m not going to argue 

about it”. Nor debate. Nor evaluate the proposition. It 

is intellectual dishonesty for beginners.

In particular, I would like you to consider that phrase 

“I suppose”. The obedient citizen automatically defends 

the status quo. Here they invent something which 

will fit and give the system that is being criticised the 

benefit of  the doubt that the explanation is correct. 

The obedient citizen wants there to be a good reason 

for everything; and that, by the way, quickly becomes 

an assumption: that there must be a reason for 

everything; or else this system of  explanation which 

they are constructing does not work.

The obedient citizen may well be aware, irrefutably, 

that particular people with power are idiots; but they 

will also assume that over all there is, if  not wisdom, 

at least knowledge. Tell them that we are ruled by 

buffoons and they will either deny it or admit it but 

add that there is nothing we can do, is there?

They want to be obedient. They want someone to say 

to them “Good dog.”

We might debate where this desire to enjoy approval 

and to be obedient comes from. Certainly, it is wide-

ranging. I actively enjoy – limitedly – the approval 

of  my doctor as I experience it. I enjoyed the 

greeting from and to the bus driver as I got on and 

off  the bus that day and I hope that he or she, I can’t 

remember, enjoyed me wishing them good morning 

and thanking them for the journey. It helps lubricate 

the pain of  having to work and travel in a clumsy and 

crowded urban sprawl.

I can also imagine the majority of  graceless 

schoolgirls who poured on and off  the bus, 

dismissing the idea that they should thank anyone for 

doing their job; these necessities have to be learned 

and are best learned by experience.

Yet I recall a stay in hospital during which I was 

asked perhaps 9 times to confirm my address because 

not only was the NHS database unreliable but also 

because none of  them, admin or medics, seemed to 

have the concept of  correcting a false datum for next 

time. Data already stored within the database was a 

kind of  Torah.

Towards the end of  my stay I did ask rather acidly 

if  they would like any lessons in system analysis and 

maintenance. Their I T consultants obviously weren’t 

up to it. Perhaps they didn’t hear me.

So it’s not all politeness. But the obedient citizen will 

construct an explanation for their certain knowledge 

that the hospital doctor in whom they put trust 

cannot apparently internalise the principles upon 

which an address book is based.

I have, at this stage, a different objective to 

understanding the tendency, quite sure that mass 

extinction of  whole classes of  humanity is on the 

way, due to the consequences of  tolerated stupid 

behaviour. Let us identify the traits of  the obedient 

citizen towards a possibility of  turning mass 

extinction into an effective cull. Unless someone has 

a more humane idea that works.

It would be better by far to educate cooperative 

citizenry but I suspect the desire for unquestioning 

obedience is too strong to obtain cooperation.

The desire is so strong that I believe it may be the 

source of  religious belief.

I had been thinking this, tentatively, for some time 

when it was proposed to me by an acquaintance that I 

should address a private study group on a subject of  

my choosing. I was sure to interest them. A private 

study group meeting in a private house.



I had had what I assumed were similar invitations 

before; and, on the basis of  those experiences, I 

accepted. The invitation was so insistent that I 

assumed good will.

However, as soon as I began to discuss the nuts and 

bolts, there were what I persuaded myself  were small 

problems. 

Yes, of  course, I could publish the text of  my talk 

after, but they did not want any details of  the event 

published; and that included naming anyone other 

than me. Why not? They just didn’t want it; and no 

further explanation. (Subsequently, if  has occurred to 

me that granting anonymity means I can say what I 

want about them without fear of  bringing them into 

any individual disrepute.)

They were very worried about the use of  an audio 

recorder. Why did I want a recording? Trying to 

answer such a question proved difficult because my 

explanations were interrupted by declarations of  

ignorance to the point where I could hardly speak a 

sentence without interruption. Eventually I said it 

had to be if  they could not give me a good reason 

against it. They seemed to like that: the pleasure of  

obedience.

Everything about this group that I heard suggested 

individual love of  conformity to me; and slowly I 

came to an understanding that they are people of  

quite strict faith. Their main faith is in strictness. 

I have no idea with what entities they people their 

model of  the universe.

I offered a wide range of  subjects, all of  them 

intended, I admit, to be provocative, and all of  them 

were resisted, despite the initial assurance that I 

could pick my subject.

One might have expected them to be “obedient” 

to me; but I now realised that they regarded me as 

the sort of  dangerous person who is set free to do 

damage by disobedience; and they wanted to ensure 

that I stayed as obedient as they, if  possible. 

So I proposed that I would speak on the subject of  

obedience.

Surprise was expressed but the suggestion worked.

As I said, I am somewhat unclear just what it is they 

have strict faith in, except perhaps aggression and 

suspicion. If  I expressed any interest in knowing 

their beliefs, they went evasive and then quiet, 

apparently scared that I would seek to dissuade them.

If  I think of  my starting purposes, to elucidate and 

expand an idea, then the talk was a failure; but I have 

held to the hope that the transcript of  that failure 

may still have some use. On further reflection, it 

occurred to me that it illustrates aspects of  the topic 

which I would otherwise have soft-pedalled. If  you 

want to see one of  the places where obedience, as I 

am using the word, ends up, read this transcript. It 

forms the coming next section of  this paper.

The talk was written in advance, although I departed 

from it considerably during the evening; and this 

version reflects the changes I made. It isn’t the better 

for it. I expected to make departures but not to the 

extent and in the way in which I did; I didn’t do very 

well.

Words in bold are interjected questions. My answers 

are shown as part of  the talk except where there 

is an exchange as I attempt to clarify the question. 

There I use Q to indicate my words and A to indicate 

the other’s although it is not precisely Q & A.

I have tidied up my syntax where it is necessary for 

comprehension, otherwise this is a true and unedited 

transcript except for one long and rather abusive 

comment near the end which I have left out because it 

was incoherent.



An attempt at discusion
Thank you for inviting me to speak to you this 

evening. I hope that I do not offend you by what I am 

about to say. It is not my intention to do so; and yet 

there is a risk. It is not a comfortable message.

I have a digital recorder to catch what I actually 

say as opposed to what I have prepared and written 

down. They can vary quite widely once I get going; I 

think of  new things, things I hadn’t thought of, that I 

want to say; and I think of  better ways to say it.

I have made it clear to some of  you, by way of  

preparation, that I wish to publish the text of  this 

talk; but, in this case, I will not say to whom I spoke 

in that published text unless all present agree; and I 

get the feeling that will not happen. It seems you do 

not all want it known you were here listening to me. 

I find that very odd; but I do not mind.

I hope you will let me speak uninterruptedly, but I 

will take interruptions if  you think they must be 

made. Because I hope to speak extemporaneously, 

despite the typescript, I need to concentrate on not 

deviating much from the path, chasing my own tail; 

however you want to express it.

Some of  you have expressed some apprehension 

about the recorder. 

Do not be apprehensive. We are about to give 

time to this matter. I have already given time to 

it in preparation. This machine is merely a means 

to producing a transcript of  what we say by the 

simplest and least onerous method. I shall respect 

your desire for anonymity.

I hope you will let me leave it to record throughout 

the evening because that is the most labour-saving 

approach. It needs no attention and would record 

what happens for more than a day and a night if  

left alone. When and as a question is asked, I shall 

repeat it. That ensures that I am starting from your 

question and not my own version of  it; it’s so easy for 

us all, unintentionally, to restate questions into new 

versions which we find amenable; or so I find it in 

myself. 

It will also allow me to make my first task after this 

talk an editing one in which, as I listen to it, I snip 

out of  the recording your question in your own voice. 

It is an easy process in the software and one that I 

should not find too onerous. I shall only retain the 

recording of  my own voice. I shall delete the original 

and record over it all when it is transcribed. 

If  you do insist, then I shall stop the recorder; but 

it really is unnecessary and will only make the task 

more cumbersome.

I also hope that you listen to me openly. We may have 

different ideas of  what is meant by listening openly.

What do you mean?

I have met plenty of  people who believe they are 

open who yet will counter what I say to them not 

with arguments but with special pleas. I mean: no 

special pleas; no anticipation of  where the debate 

takes us.

What do you mean by “special pleas?”

A special plea is a statement which is held to be 

beyond dispute and so can be made without any 

debate. I do not accept there are any such statements.

My experience has been that people of  faith, and I 

take it that at least some of  you are such, tend to, 

as I see it, oppose arguments with, for example, 

the assertion that religious knowledge involves a 

different kind of  knowledge and a different kind of  

knowing to that dealt with by Science.

I have no trouble with that kind of  argument to some 

extent. 

I use, as often as appropriate, what I believe is 

Scientific Method; and I am very happy to agree that 

the Scientific Method is unlikely at least to tell us all 

we know or want to know, certainly not within one 

human life time.

I have had experiences where I have advanced the 

Scientific Method only to be challenged with the 



claim that Science will not tell us everything.

So, whenever this is said to me, I say, OK I agree; of  

course science has not told us everything. But it is 

the method which interests me.

It has seemed to me that there is an argument 

which runs thus: the Scientific Method does not tell 

us everything; I do not use the Scientific Method; 

therefore I can tell you what science does not tell 

you...

Now that is illogical. 

We believe that we can obtain knowledge without 

using logic.

Q: What do you mean by “knowledge?

A: Knowledge.

Q: Yes, but what is knowledge?

A: Things we know.

Q: Yes, but if  we know them then we know them; and 

do not need to learn them, if  that’s what you mean by 

obtaining knowledge.

A: Yes. We can learn things directly without all these 

intellectual words.

Q: What do you mean by “directly”?

A: You’re repeating yourself.

Q: You are speaking ambiguously. You don’t seem to 

understand the need for clarity.

A: My meaning is clear.

Q: You say you learn directly. Directly from where or 

from whom?

A: The Holy Spirit inspires us.

Q: I see.

A: You don’t believe me, do you?

Q: I find it hard to accept. What did you mean by 

“intellectual words”?

A: I think you know.

Q: I think you’re evading my question. What did you 

mean by “intellectual words”.

A: Right, I’m going. I don’t need to listen to atheists.

[Pause]

I’ll just carry on if  I may... No, logic cannot teach us 

everything. In fact, it cannot really teach us anything. 

It is a tool for thinking, for learning. It is the tool 

which turns thinking as a term meaning chatter 

in our heads into Thought, a major faculty of  our 

species.

It is not the same as the Scientific Method but it is 

necessary for the Scientific Method. It is necessary 

for any method. Now some may believe they can 

access knowledge without recourse to logic... Well 

in some ways we are in the territory of  artistic 

production. Apart from that, I have seen little 

evidence of  such access anywhere. And Art does not 

tell us isolated facts but about relationships between 

ideas.

Thinking without formal logic may be part of  artistic 

practice... of  many things animal.... but it will not 

provide us with the answers to many questions.

What do you mean by animal? Animals aren’t 

logical.

Are they not? OK. I was thinking of  art as animal. 

I know it’s always thought of  as being spiritual and 

intellectual. I am not so sure. That might take us into 

a wide-ranging debate and I suggest, only because of  

time passing, we do not go there.

I suggest that we let this whole area of  thought go 

unless someone can provide examples from their own 

life.

Where I will differ with anyone and perhaps become 

verbally combative is when this opposition to Science 

or whatever it is goes no further than opposition. 

That is someone saying: we believe in a different kind 

of  knowledge and we’re not going to talk about it. 

That’s a kind of  special plea.

I was brought up as a Roman Catholic, a faith I have 

not practised for around half  a century, most of  my 

life; and I do not expect to return to it. I know. I 



know. I am saying nothing for or against them. I am 

saying that I am alert to the kind of  thinking which 

finds itself  uncomfortable with scientific reasoning.

And I must point out that I am drifting from the 

original points I have mapped out. I shall try to bring 

us back... It’ll take a few minutes... I have practised, if  

that is the word, assertive atheism, briefly, and found 

it wanting as an approach in much the same way as I 

found Roman Catholicism wanting. 

Like Richard Dawkins, and you won’t often hear me 

making that comparison, I await any evidence for the 

existence of  a deity accessible to us.

That is, by the way, not an aspect of  Dawkins that 

is generally spoken of; but it is there, quite early on 

in The God Delusion. His detractors daub the word 

atheist on him and that is that. They won’t talk 

about it. Mind you, he can be pretty insulting; and it 

would be futile to ask who started it. I do remember 

remarking to a friend when The God Delusion first 

came out that about a third of  it at least could be 

cut because it was repetitious and would be seen as 

condescending. I was reading him for his arguments. 

My friend disagreed and I think that was because 

Dawkins was saying what he wanted him to say!

As a poet and artist, I do know, I like to think, about 

different ways of  thinking; and I tire of  saying 

that the way poetry means is not the way that an 

operating manual works.

I have taught believers and non-believers alike 

and I can assure you that those who have the most 

difficulty with that difference between instructional 

and poetic language are Christian believers. I can’t 

really speak of  non-Christian believers. I have known 

Christian believers listen to me as I analyse a poem 

by various means and talk about what is going on in 

it, and between it and us, and apparently agree, and 

then ask “Yes, but what does it mean?”

That seems to me very near to a contradiction of  

what they say themselves: that there are differing 

ways of  accessing knowledge. It seems they only 

want one way.

The best answer that I can give regarding poetry is 

something like this: “It means whatever you want it 

to mean within the constraints it sets up.”

Some meanings of  a poem are more likely than 

others. The author will not necessarily know beyond 

what she or he has written. 

Remember that much of  the bible is, in essence, 

poetry. It was written at a time when the relationship 

between poetry and religious organisation was not as 

it is now; and that’s before we consider the difference 

in culture....

That’s not very precisely said, is it? Shall I say more?

[pause]

OK then I will push on. 

What I would have you consider is the possibility 

that colloquial English – or whichever language one 

is using – is a limited means of  expression, at least 

as it is practised. It has had metaphor and allusion 

stamped out of  it. It has lost its energy. It has lost its 

inventiveness. Increasingly here and now it is cut and 

paste nonsense.

An anecdotal point. I queried a message on the net 

from BSkyB wifi recently. It read: “I’m afraid that’s 

lost in the clouds”; and nothing more happened.  I 

asked their help over what it meant. About a week 

later they replied that: “It means you have not 

enabled cookies on your computer.”

How can that sentence have that meaning? I 

complained and they promised to change it; but it has 

happened again. So they said they would change it 

to get rid of  me; but either they are sure they are in 

the right or perhaps they just don’t care. Complain 

about this kind of  bad writing and you may be told 

“You know what I mean”; and often it is impossible 

to know what people do mean. It would be like a 



carpenter leaving large holes in the floor and saying 

that you can see where it is safe to walk.

Our language is far richer than we allow it to seem. 

Poetry accesses what, nervously, I will call the riches 

of  the language; but if  we could say what a poem 

means in prose then there would be no need for 

poetry. Poetry would just be decorative writing; and, 

with many poets, that’s all it is.

Now I assume that you knew something of  that, of  

this way of  looking at the world, when you asked me 

to speak.

I do not expect you to debate with me though you are 

welcome to do so and really I hope that you will.

But please remember, and again I hope that I do not 

offend you, that there are rules attaching to debate 

and comment. I do not mean house rules. Perhaps 

“necessary methodologies” would be a better term. 

Ways of  doing things that have been found to work. 

It is a waste of  every one’s time to just assert things.

They are not rules that I have invented or wish to 

impose on you. They are merely a statement of  what 

works, as there is a way to get water from a tap and 

many ways not to get water from a tap.

It’s a question of  belief.

It’s not going to impress anyone but another believer 

if  you respond to something “But I believe it! or “But 

I don’t believe it!” That’s another special plea. Are we 

talking about beliefs which one receives directly?

Yes.

Well, I did ask for testimony; and no one answered.

We’re not as intelligent as you. We don’t know 

how you want us to say it.

As it is will do. I don’t think I am all that intelligent 

but it’s really not going to impress anyone if  you 

respond to a legitimate question with “I don’t know.”

I don’t think your questions are legitimate.

Why not?

I don’t know. Not as you mean. If  I try to answer 

you, you’ll use a lot of  words and say you have 

won.

It’s not a contest.

I know an intelligent man, a man who is essentially 

a man of  faith but is also a man of  science who will, 

finding himself  outargued, say “Yes, but you have had 

a better education than I have had.” It seems to me 

that he never says that until he has been outargued. 

And then he moves from scientific and logical debate 

to believer’s assertion. 

One of  the essential methodologies of  any human 

communication is that we do not change the ground 

or basis upon which we stand our statements in the 

middle of  a debate. He accepts every stage of  the 

argument and then, seeing where it has led him 

sometimes, brings in this red herring.

If  he really did not understand, at any point he could 

have said: I don’t understand. His approach makes me 

feel, finally, that it is what is called colloquially bad 

faith.

He does sometimes say he does not understand. 

Likewise I when I speak with him. We know different 

things. It seems that he sees arguing as being in some 

kind of  combat whereby he defends an assertion 

and thus treats losing as some kind of  failure or 

unfairness. Whereas, I hope, I try, I am trying to 

learn by exploring my ideas with other people.

I recall someone challenging the truth of  something 

I had said, to do with music, and declared that no one 

had ever done... whatever it was that I had described 

being done. She wanted to know how I dared say it. 

And this, of  course, is nothing to do with religious 

belief  but belief  as to what is and is not proper in 

artistic performance. 

Whatever it was, I replied Karlheinz Stockhausen 

did something like it half  a century ago. I can’t 

remember anything else about this challenge except 

that I answered, and truthfully, “Stockhausen”.



She asked me to repeat the name and then declared 

she had never heard of  him. Then she went on to 

say that, as she had not heard of  Stockhausen, it was 

invalid for me to use him as an argument with her. I 

forget the words she used; but that was the gist of  it.

Where would that end? Taking it to an extreme, the 

ignorant person declares themself  to be the most 

knowledgeable.

So that is where I am coming from. I urge you: if  you 

are not prepared to accept this position please tell me 

now and I can stop and save my and your effort. We 

have hardly left our starting point.

[pause]

OK.

I’ll take that implicitly to be an undertaking not to 

make special pleas.

No one has made special pleas.

That is exactly what the gentleman who has left was 

doing; and leaving was part of  it. He was asserting 

that there is no need for discussion over his beliefs.

He said there is no need to discuss them with you.

Yes. That is a special plea, as was perhaps his claim to 

receive knowledge directly because I don’t think he 

means what I mean.

I’m not sure what you mean.

Well I have spoken of  art, poetry was what I 

mentioned, but it could be any art. And there is, for 

instance, an article in a recent New Scientist about 

aspects of  proprioception. They are in some ways 

literally on the edge of  making some of  the lame 

walk because they are making advances with implants 

for those with broken spines, especially where nerve 

messages do not go through the brain.

I’m not a doctor.

Nor I. Nor any scientist really. That’s why I read New 

Scientist.

I don’t read that magazine.

Really? It still exists. It is available to be read. Right 

back to my topic. Obedience. That is what you have 

invited me to speak on. I may have suggested it 

when we had any number of  proposals, but that’s 

because it seemed to me that the word “Obedience” 

encompassed most of  them.

And you agreed collectively.

Now my normal practice would be to say what I 

mean by the word or what I think you mean by the 

word. Yet I shall not do that today. 

I was going to build up to this... There isn’t time 

now. I want to suggest that Religion is a form of  

systematised obedience, but one imposed from within 

ourselves. If  I can get that far, explaining why I think 

that, I shall have done quite a bit.

State religions have been proposed and tried and they 

do not last long. They do not work. That is because 

I am not speaking of  the kind of  obedience involved 

where I tell you what to do; but the kind of  obedience 

where the person derives pleasure from obeying 

whomever and whatever it is they obey.

There is a state religion in this country.

Yes. Do you think it works?

Obedience. I mean the kind of  obedience that can 

go by other names – “behaving oneself ” would be 

one form. It is a form of  imitation. Often friends and 

lovers imitate each other. “Conformity” would be 

another word for it.

There’s a section in the novel Watership Down where 

some rabbits who have gone off  to start their own 

burrow come to one which seems calm and well run 

and without danger; but slowly they realise that all 

the rabbits there are very scared. They are scared 

of  humans and they are scared of  admitting it. This 

has resulted in a conformist society – it’s a very 

anthropomorphic version of  rabbits! – where one just 

knows directly and hardly needs to learn that it is not 

done to argue.



A change of  tack now. I’m jumping ahead in my 

notes. Quite often if  one points out to someone that 

they are doing things inefficiently, they will respond: 

Well what am I supposed to do.

Notice that: the idea that there is something we 

are supposed to do. Instead of, that is, our working 

out how best to do things and doing them that way 

because it is the best way.

It’s a lot easier to teach a child to do something 

because it works than it is to get it to do what you 

want just because you say so.

There are things that God wants us to do and we 

can only be fulfilled by doing them.

How do we know?

[pause]

OK. Is there any point in my going on?

[pause]

Yes?

You know it’s as though you are all apprehensive 

about speaking except to admonish or refute.

[pause]

OK. Let’s leave obedience for a while, although that is 

what I am supposed to be talking about; but it strikes 

me that maybe you are making my point better than 

I can. Let’s talk about belief. That is, I will talk about 

belief...

[pause]

It has been argued that at some point one of  our pre-

human or early human ancestors saw some natural 

phenomenon, say a waterfall, and felt awe; and that 

that feeling was the beginning of  religion. 

I suppose the idea is that they couldn’t explain the 

sight and were filled with awe, thinking it must be 

the work of  something or someone more powerful. 

It is I suppose reasonable. Most of  us have found by 

experience that power demands obedience.

How else are we to be governed?

Well, that’s a good question; but I think it’s still open. 

Many of  us are capable of  governing ourselves.

We are fallen. We sin.

I beg to differ. To continue... It is a common Dawkins 

trope that he is as impressed by the beauty of  the 

world as anyone else.  He differs as to the source of  

the beauty.

There are those who say beauty is a proof  of  God. 

In very general terms, it is the Intelligent Design 

approach; and I think that it is lacking in a few stages 

of  its own argument. We could come back to that. If  

you wish. But let’s try to stay off  Evolution; we don’t 

have the time.

Earlier this year I read a report of  someone or other 

claiming that a truly scientific approach involves 

accepting the word of  God. It doesn’t. Nor do I think 

there is any agreement on what the word of  God is; 

so we are back to beliefs again.

OK?

For some years I have taken to fairly regular 

attendance at Quaker Meetings, as some of  you 

will know. I enjoy... no, I value their Meetings for 

Worship.

The silence is broken by Ministry. I have never 

known whether or not a visitor is allowed to 

Minister; but, in any case, I have nothing to say.

As I understand it, Friends sit there attentive for the 

word of  the spirit and then speak. Without wishing 

any disrespect to my friends, I find it peculiar that the 

Holy Spirit often prompts them to tell their fellows 

that they can’t quite remember the words of  a hymn. 

And, more generally, the promptings of  the Holy 

Spirit seem to result in rather mundane statements. 

There have been also some remarkable utterances; 

but it is unusual.

I want to get back to this silence and listening in the 

silence. It relates to some of  what has been said here. 

I do attend. I do listen. I hear an endless babble in 

my head. I hear nothing else. I try to still the babble; 



but nothing takes its place. Sometimes it is as if, and 

I wrote this in an essay about walking and writing, 

an analog radio has been moved and is suddenly in 

the one position in which it is in tune. That is the 

state, I assume, which people take to be a moment 

of  inspiration. It’s an illusion I have spoken about 

elsewhere...

The metaphor of  a radio in and out of  tune is not 

very good.

Perhaps you have sometimes woken convinced that 

you have understood things as never before. I have; 

and sometimes I have got up and written down a note 

of  my understanding. Nowadays, I tend to do that 

more for what might constitute a line of  verse than 

for an axiom, if  I am in a mental state sufficient to 

make that distinction. I have rather lost my hope for 

anything axiomatic being of  use. It is rare, though, 

for any line to be worth getting up for. You find, in 

the morning, that you have written something like 

“The world is dark”.

I do not say that people do not hear the words of  

God. With lack of  evidence –

We should believe what God tells us without 

evidence.

Maybe. I would have thought that if  he wants to tell 

us things then he’d make them easy to understand. 

Why is there never any evidence? Because there 

never is evidence, I tend to doubt it.

You do tend to doubt most things though.

Are you asking me, or telling me? 

Asking.

Ah. Well if  you are asking then I may disagree with 

you because I am quite doubtful about my doubting. 

Please let’s take this on the evidence and the 

argument.

In this case I doubt that people hear the words of  

God because I see no evidence of  it. What they seem 

to have heard, and I do not doubt that they have 

received a message, seems to have come from within 

themselves.

Why would the Holy Spirit tell them that they have 

forgotten the words of  a hymn?

That constitutes quite a lot of  Ministry in my 

experience.

Why would the Holy Spirit tell them what they 

already know in other words?

If  we ever learned in a meeting that a person of  

whom we have never heard was in need of  comfort 

and help and we then heard their address, then I 

might be less doubtful.

We read that in the distant past people were told to 

flee the city or build an ark. We don’t hear that now. 

There is an answer to that, broadly that things have 

moved on; but I wonder if  that isn’t rationalisation. 

God is eternal. We change. He doesn’t. And here he is 

changing his approach.

It is about now that the internal obedience begins 

to assert itself. Because, if  you think that I am 

suggesting that life and the world it grows on, is 

without purpose or meaning or shape, well, yes, I may 

be. You may call that doubt, if  you wish. I welcome 

other conclusions.

I grew up in a Catholic household as I said. That 

brought a lot of  things to believe. Other religions 

bring other things to believe. Among Quakers there 

seems very little of  that sort of  thing although quite 

clearly there is a belief  system; and, by and large, it 

is one that I find quite admirable. They don’t seem to 

bother either with the abstract or the dogmatic.

You are being dogmatic.

No, Sir.

I was once asked, by a Friend, if  I believed there 

is “anyone in charge of  everything, you know, the 

world, the universe, life and death”. I replied “Not 



really” and that was that. I didn’t seem to have upset 

the man.

Several times as a young person I was yelled at for 

expressing less doubt than I do now. I learned to say 

nothing. And the belief  systems that exist cannot all 

be compatible. I know a number of  people who spend 

time trying to reconcile the various beliefs. How can 

it be done?

Most believers believe much the same thing.

Q Really?

A Yes

Q Transubstantiation? Celibate clergy?

A Well, the Catholics may be a special case.

Q How do you feel about Mormons?

A Oh Mormons!

Q What’s your position on the transmigration of  

souls?

A You’re being silly.

Q No. I am being very serious.

I have spoken of  Conformity. In some this merely 

consists of  trying to determine what it is God wants 

and doing it. Tough enough in the doing I imagine. 

Tougher still when we remember that very few are in 

real agreement about what God wants: I might dare 

to say q e d.

If  anyone did receive a message from God, they 

would of  course try to obey what he or she told 

them; and we might call that Religion. We might say 

that would be the only true Religion.

There are plenty of  people who believe they have 

received such messages; and they tend to be slightly 

different from each other in the tenor the messages 

they have received. Why would God do that?

If  only one of  them is telling the truth, how do we 

know which one it is? The fact of  it is that most 

people do not much move from the religion into 

which they were born.

The desire is to make other people obey and, this 

is my point, to make ourselves obey. That is when I 

really do object to being told that there is something 

I may have no say over. There’s someone standing 

in front of  me who says they’ve had a message from 

God for which there is no evidence apart from him or 

her saying it and which tells them that I am wrong.

Or tells me that women may not have abortions; or 

that I may not see a play. The whole blasphemy thing.

All religions have such a concept.

Maybe. Certainly most do. Where does that get us?

I once gave a series of  three two hour lectures on 

Marxism and Art. By the end of  the third one, I 

homed in on some who had not contributed much 

or at all to discussion. The brief  was, somewhat 

unwisely I think, just to lecture because they needed 

to learn to take notes. Finally, I got to one who said 

I haven’t listened to anything you have said. I asked 

why and she said that her imam told her not to. I 

asked her why and she said that he told her Marxism 

is evil.

Are you a Marxist?

No. What does that have to do with it?

[pause]

Oh well. It seems I may not ask any questions 

because I hardly ever get an answer. Why, I wonder, 

did you invite me?

On we go. I suggest to you that we create God in our 

own image of  what God should be and that for most 

people in the world the here and now is quite enough. 

I know from my Catholic days that very few had 

any great sense of  a deity. It was all petty and daily 

things. It was crossing yourself  and bowing your 

head as you went past a church and so on.

A colleague of  mine recently communicated with me 

on a project. I thought I was done with it, but then I 

had to do more reading and signing of  an agreement. 

Most of  my work is arranged by word of  mouth and 

email. The very last task came at a time when I was 



away from a computer printer; and I was asked to 

print and sign a contract.

I explained that I could not do it. I had no printer and 

didn’t want to spend time I didn’t have  trying to get 

use of  one.

But, they said, we need it by Wednesday.

Not a hope I said. It is physically impossible for me to 

do that.

But we’ll be late.

OK. You’ll have to take a chance and work without it 

for a few days. You should have asked earlier.

And then they said No we always do it like this; it’s 

always a terrible rush.

This is doing things the way they are done without 

question, not because it has been tested as the best 

way, which I referred to earlier; and it is very close to 

belief. 

I had sent the contract back by email to demonstrate 

that I knew exactly what I was agreeing to; and I had 

said: I agree to this. That was not good enough for 

them though I know it would bind me in a court.

It’s the same territory as wearing a jacket and tie 

in certain restaurants and clubs, not saying a word 

considered coarse even though there is no other word 

quite so apt. And so on.

All over the country there are people in call centres 

and email centres and the like. None of  them have 

any power or any special knowledge. They talk 

rubbish except when asked specific questions which 

are usually answered by the print others have sent 

out already. That is, they tell you what you might 

already know. Otherwise, they know they are talking 

evasive rubbish, they must do, but will not let on even 

to themselves; so, in self-defence, they lie even to 

themselves.

Some are damaged by the process; the majority it 

seems to me think everything is fine. Or persuade 

themselves it is. In my experience: Southern Region, 

London Borough of  Sutton, First Great Western, 

BBC, the I T helpdesk of  a well-known university, 

Sutton and East Surrey Water Company and 

British Gas are some of  the companies who – to my 

knowledge - run such systems whose sole purpose 

is to oppose every useful thing one tries to do that 

isn’t written down in front of  them. It is nothing 

to do or little to do with finding the best way in 

each situation. It is a process of  conformity and 

imposed complacency. Their systems are enormous 

belief  systems which are so structured as to prohibit 

discussion and the resolution of  problems. Their 

words are formulaic. The whole thing assumes that 

the system is right, whatever “right” might mean in 

that situation.

If  something goes wrong in an organisation, the 

majority – or so it seems to me – will defend it, 

saying that whatever is going wrong is not going 

wrong, that the solution is obvious etc...

It’s as if  people are scared to admit that anything 

they have put faith in might be unreliable

Isn’t that understandable.

Oh yes, I suppose so; but it’s not particularly laudable.

I found recently that if  you respond to a stupid 

statement by someone in a call centre by saying 

“That is stupid”; the response will be “Don’t be rude 

when I am trying to help you”; and of  course they are 

being helpful by their definition. They’ll even refuse 

to help you point blank on some matters and then 

ask if  there is anything else they can help with. They 

have loosened words from their meanings.

The only thing which matters, given that they are 

opposing what you want, is that they are being 

stupid; and that is the one thing a priori which one 

may not say. 

In general, what we can not discuss is the nature of  

whichever cage it is which is seeking to contain us.

I have come to the conclusion that the arrival of  

digital communications and their operational rigidity 

in their current form has made clear the tendency of  

humans to exert tyrannical control over each other.



And most people eventually give in. Maybe I shall. It 

isn’t in the technology; it is in us.

OK I’ll stop there and open it up to discussion.

[pause]

Well, does no one have anything to say?

I think it seems to us that you don’t believe 

anything we do.

I don’t think that I ever claimed to; and you certainly 

haven’t told me what it is that you believe.Let’s talk 

about that. It’s not what I came to discuss; but then I 

didn’t actually plan to say that last bit. I am happy to 

discuss anything

I think we would rather not.

You would rather not.

You’ll find the others are the same. I thought it 

would be like this.

And yet you let it go ahead? In fact, you encouraged 

it

[pause]

Does anyone disagree with him

[pause]

Well, well.

It hasn’t been a waste of  time. I have just learned 

something.

What’s that?

I was going to say how odd you are; but really it is 

how dishonest you are.

I object to that.

So be it. I’ll withdraw it if  you can tell me how else I 

should view it.

You’re a lot better at this sort of  thing than we 

are.

That too is dishonest really. You asked to speak with 

me. You asked to listen.

We would do if  you said anything we can accept.

That’s not how discussion works. I thought there 

might be some dialogue; but you don’t want it, do you

You don’t understand.

Do I not? 

[terminal pause]


